Abstract-ReAgents are remotely executing agents derived from behavior templates that support wireless clients in Internet applications. A reAgent is essentially a "one-shot" mobile agent that acts as an extension of a client, dynamically launched by the client to run on its behalf at a remote, more advantageous, location. Templates simplify the programming of reAgents by transparently handling data migration for remote execution, supporting custom communication protocols between the client and agent, and providing a general interface for programmers to implement their application-specific customizing logic_ This simplification is made possible by the identification of character istic behaviors, i.e_. common patterns of actions that exploit the ability to process and communicate remotely. Examples of such behaviors are filtering, encoding/decoding, monitoring, caching, and distribution/collation. In this paper. we identify and analyze a set of core characteristic behaviors, describe how to program reAgents using behavior templates, and show that the overhead oC using reAgents is low and outweighed by its benefits.
L INTRODUCTION
The trend towards smaller, wireless Internet-access devices has brought about a wide disparity in the resources and connections of client devices (Fig. 1) . This leads to greater complexity in the design of Internet applications, as servers must now handle a broad range of computing power and/or connectivity quality. And currently, there is little that can be done for the scenario of a mobile client device popping up unexpectedly, demanding services, and finding the services unsatisfactory due to the server's inability to flexibly deal with the shortcomings of the mobile device or the network connection between them.
Consider the typical client/server-based electronic conunerce application that enables a user to purchase merchandise over the Internet. A typical mobile client adds many challenges that must be met. For example, a palmtop with a small display area might end up downloading images of the merchandise too big for it to display. A notebook with an unreliable wireless connection may be unable to verify that a purchase was completed, possibly sending a duplicate purchase order due to an intervening disconnection and buying the same product twice. A wireless laptop with a strong but insecure connection (common for many wireless networks) may require levels of security beyond the server's ability to supply. These problems degrade quality of service, To address these types of problems, applications can be designed to compensate for a mobile client's shortcomings by customizing their performance for each individual client through the use of remotely-operating customizing logic. For example, an application running on a mobile client with a tiny display would benefi t from customizing logic that shrinks images to a size that can fit on the display, and that operates at or near the server. On a mobile client with an unreliable connection, the same application would use customizing logic operating at the boundaries of the connection to stabilize the connection, thus implementing part of a custom protocol.
Finally, over a connection susceptible to malicious eavesdrop pers, the application could encrypt the data according to its customizing logic before sending it to the mobile client to be decrypted.
A. Previous Solutions
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The idea of providing customizing logic to client applica tions is not new, but previous efforts have been divided on how and wh ere to provide this functionality. The active networks approach [1] is to place the logic "insid e the network." Another approach is to have servers adapt to the specifics of each individual client, possibly through a standardized protocol such as WAP [2] . These approaches can have deployability or scalability problems. Placing customizing logic in the network (i.e., routers) is difficult and can negatively impact other network applications. Relying on servers to customize for mobile clients does not scale well, as the constant introduction of new mobile devices creates a correspondingly large number of demands that must be met.
Another approach is to have the customizing logic operate as a user-level intermediary on a machine between the client and server. Such an intermediary would act as a standard client as viewed by the server by communicating with it using the pre-established client/server protocol. The intermediary would also act as a specialized server for the client, with the ability to, for example, filter data received from the server into a reduced form for a client connected via a low-bandwidth, wireless network.
A popu1ar type of intermediary, for which there is much research and experience, is the proxy. A proxy is typically a static service, usually pre-installed by an administrator, to which a client sends its requests for processing before it gets passed on to the server. Proxies are excellent for customizing large groups of clients with similar demands. For example, all clients connecting via low-bandwidth links to a higher speed network might use a filtering proxy that operates beyond these links. However, proxies are limited in scope and typically inflexible in where they can be located. If a client needs special customizing logic that operates optimally at a specific location (such as at or near the base station for a wireless client), it may be difficult to install such a special proxy at that location.
Furthermore, proxies installed by parties other than the client suffer from similar scalability problems that arise from server based customization.
At the other extreme of types of intermediaries is the mobile agent [3] . By a mobile agent, we simply mean code that is capable of migrating from the client to a remote site, acting on behalf of the client. The most general forms of mobile agents, which allow suspension during execution and conse quent migration. are extremely flexible and powerful in their support for customization. And unlike server-based solutions, they scale well with increasing client heterogeneity as each different client can use its own type of agent to alleviate its problems. However, mobile agents typically reqill re complex underlying middleware systems to handle the semantics and security problems that are a byproduct of code migration. They are also not easy to program, as programmers are generally not familiar with the mobile code programming paradigm.
B. Our Solution
Given these extremes, we seek a middle-ground solution, with the following goals:
• provide a mobile client a better way to deal with its limitations
• not affect the server
• be easy to program
To meet these goals, we propose a customization mecha nism that is, simply put, more flexible than proxies but less complicated than fully-general mobile agents. We achieve this compromise by, first, adopting a form of "one-shot" mobile agent. which we call a reAgent (for "remotely executing agent"). Our thesis is that there are certain characteristic "behaviors" which intrinsically exhibit benefits that are derived from a reAgent's ability to operate remotely. These benefits come from some combination of, but not limited to, the following:
• use of remote computational resources;
• acting on behalf of a client beyond a problematic portion of the network;
• communicating with a server from a more advantageous location (e.g., shorter latency, high bandwidth, greater stability. etc.)
Some examples include:
• jiltering, by removing unusable or unwanted data before it is communicated over low-bandwidth wireless links to reduce bandwidth and latency, or before it is received to reduce client storage and processing;
• encoding/decoding, to derive some benefit by trans fonning data to be communicated over a problem atic link, such as improving security via encryp tion/decryption, reducing latency and bandwidth via com pression/decompression, or improving reliability via re dundancy coding);
• monitoring, to improve application reaction times to critical changes in state at the server, by observing and triggering actions closer to the server;
• caching, by saving commonly-accessed data closer to the client to improve responsiveness when there is high network latency between the client and the server, and the client does not have sufficient system resources to efficiently operate a local cache;
• distributing!collating, by moving the distribution point of a request, copies of which are to be forwarded to numerous servers, to a more efficient location, where results can then be collated or fused before passing them back.
These example behaviors are general patterns of action that we have encapsulated in behavior templates, which are used to dynamically create and launch reAgents with minimal effort by the programm er. The parameters to the templates specialize the behaviors of the reAgents they generate. By identifying the characteristic behaviors of reAgents and using them as the building blocks for development, we provide a simple way (via templates) of building and deploying agents that efficiently customize server data in a client-specifi c, scalable fashion.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, we illustrate the behavior template concept by providing some simple examples of how a programmer would use them. In Section nr, we describe the set of core characteristic behaviors we have identifi ed. In Section IV,
we present experiments that show that the implementation overhead of this approach is tolerable and outweighed by its benefits. In Section V, we review related work in the area of Internet application customization in more detail. Finally, in Section VI, we present conclusions.
II. PROGRAMMING EXAMPLES
To provide some intuition as to how behavior templates work and simplify programming, we present some examples in this section. The first example shows how a programmer would incorporate application-specific customizing logic that does compression/decompression with an encoder/decoder be havior template implementation written in Java. While the concepts behind behavior templates are language-independent, the choice of language for actual implementation does affect deploy ability. Java was chosen because of its portability:
its run-time environment, the Java VIrtual Machine (NM), provides a standard, homogeneous environment for execution that allows code to be compatible across platforms. Also, Java's support for dynamic code loading and serialization of objects (to implement mobile code) across the network [6] makes it popular for mobile code systems, and allows us to leverage existing mobile code system technology.
A. Example 1: Basic Data Compression reAgent
Consider the problem of Web browsing on a laptop over a low-bandwidth connection to the Internet. Given that images can take a long time to download because of the limited bandwidth, it would be beneficial to use a reAgent at an intermediate site to compress image data before it is sent over the low-bandwidth connection. When the data is received at the laptop, it should be automatically decompressed and presented to the browser.
J) Using the Templates Package:
To support this common scenario, the programmer selects the Encoder behavior tem plate from the library containing the core set. This is because compression and decompression share the same defining char acteristic of all encoders/decoders: they transform the server data to a different fonnat (e.g., for perfonnance or security reasons), send it, and then restore to the original format. The application-specific customizing logic, or CL, must also be designed. For this particular example, the programmer decides to base the CL on the popular ZLIB compression method [7] , for which there are publicly available Java implementations, and which can easily be placed in the form required by our system.
2) Using the Encoder Logic Interface:
The programm er must port the CL to the behavior-specific interface (in this case, the EncoderLogic interface in our Java implementa tion shown below) so that the Encoder template knows how to invoke the CL.
The EncoderLogic interface requires the CL to support the following methods: • encode () converts the data received from the server to a special format prior to its being sent to the client.
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• decode () reverses the operation performed by the encode () function.
3) Using the Template API: Once the CL is ported to this interface, an encoding reAgent can be created with the following code:
St.ring @ncOOer
., 'cornpr-e-ge.class'r Bt::dngfl encoderArgs • null:
The constructor method of EncoderTernplate creates a reAgent that will instantiate an object of the CL class with encoderArgs as arguments. In this example, the CL does not take any arguments, so encoderArgs is null. It will also then launch the reAgent to the location "middleman. ucsd. edu", provided as a parameter. The reAgent is now at the remote host (the "reAgent host") and is ready to communicate with the client.
For the client to send the reAgent (and through it, the server) a request, the process method is called:
The process method is responsible for actually commu nicating with the reAgent. It takes a request to pass to the server as an argument and returns the output of the reAgent in a byte array. All the encoding and decoding is hidden from the user. The reAgent, through the pre-defined encoder classes, is responsible for calling the client-specific encoder function (to compress the server data) and decoder function (to decompress the server data) when appropriate.
At this point, we have a working reAgent that compresses the server data before sending it to the client. The interlace defines only highly general functions that pro tocols must support (send, receive, connect, and disconnect).
In this manner, flexibility of protocol choice is retained while 'lll idQ,I�n.. u"Cscl+edu'. cProtocol. sPratoC"ol � ;
The reAgent created will then communicate with the client with the client protocol and with the server using the server protocol. Note that the only changes are in the class file for the encoder and its arguments (the public key used by the al gorithm).
III. CHARACTERISTIC BEHAVIORS
We now present the core set of behaviors with their defining characteristics. Each behavior is codified by a behavior tem plate, which defines an interface for implementing a reAgent spec ialized by customizing logic. As described in Section II, a programm er that wishes to build a reAgent must first identify the general type of remote behavior it is to exhibit, select the corresponding behavior template, and incorporate the CL (application-specific Customizing Logic). The result is a reAgent that exhibits the general behavior in an application specific fashion. By using behavior templates, programm ers gain a structured, easy-to-use approach to building reAgents that lends itself to reuse over a wide variety of clients.
The programmer is only responsible for obtaining the CL and incorporating the code into a reAgent via the template interface. The Filter behavior (Fig. 3) However, to provide more control over communication, the programmer is able to install a client-specific protocol that the client-side component uses to communicate with the reAgent side component, and a server-specific protocol used by the reAgent-side component to communicate with the server.
A. Filter
These protocols, as explained in Section II-B, are defined by the template constructor function.
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In the Filter, the logic outline is simple: the reAgent tests to see if the Filter algorithm should be applied to the server data, runs the Filter, and sends the filtered result back to the client. The Encoder behavior (Fig. 4) 2) Logic Outline: The reAgent encodes the server response at the intermediary, sends the encoded data to the client, and then decodes the encoded data at the client. The Monitor behavior (Fig. 5) is designed for use in applications that have a need to frequently examine the state of a remote object (on a far-away server), and trigger an action when some special state is observed. This action will often involve some measure of communication with the server. The combination of specific trigger action and monitoring algo rithm form the CL. The CL is also responsible for triggering the sending of results to the client.
The Monitor behavior allows the monitoring process to be located at a site closer to the object that is being monitored, reducing the time needed to communicate the trigger action to the server. This is important for applications that require a quick response to sudden changes in the environment, such as a stock trading application. • tes t ( ) tests to see if the server response has produced a trigger state.
• generateTriggerAction ( ) generates a trigger action to be sent to the server once the trigger state has been reached.
2) Logic Outline:
The reAgent repeatedly calculates the next time to query the server, queries the server at that time, and then checks to see if a trigger state has been reached. Once the trigger state is reached, it executes the trigger action, and returns a result to the client. The Cacher behavior (Fig. 6 ) is used for storing recently retrieved server data at a nearby location with the expectation that it will be accessed again, thus improving future perfor-E. Collator mance. When previously retrieved data is requested again, the nearby stored copy is retrieved instead of the distant original. public: void repl ,,-c� [Str-ing key, Respon6e re!lpon:n"Struct}:
• hash () takes a request as input and returns a String that is the key string for that request.
• lookup () returns true if the key string is in the cache.
• get () returns the Response associated with a key string in the cache.
• replace () puts a key string in the cache and associates it with a Respon se. This method also implements the cache replacement policy.
2) Logic Outline: In operation, the client launches a reAgent to the reAgent host to intercept requests from the client to the server and decide whether or not to pass along the request. If the request has not been made recently, the reAgent associates the request with a "key" (derived from the protocol) and passes the request through to the server. When the server responds to the reAgent, the reAgent associates the . data in the response to the key of the request and stores both items in a database, i.e., the cache, before sending the response data back to the client. The data in the cache is kept for a maxi m um period of time called the "keep period." During the keep period, if the client makes a request that matches a key in the cache, the reAgent will bypass sending the request to the server and immediately return the associated cache data to the client.
The reAgent is in charge of inserting, removing, and re trieving data contained within the cache. Insertion of data happens whenever the server sends the reAgent a response.
Data and its corresponding key are removed whenever the keep period for that piece of data expires, the amount of storage allocated to the cache begins to run out, or by special order of the client. Data is retrieved when the client request key matches a key within the cache. While the reAgent defines these general actions, particulars regarding cache policy (such as which cache entries to replace first when the cache is full)
are supplied as part of the CL. The Collator behavior (Fig. 7) is used in applications that need to transmit the same message to multiple servers, and then operate on the multiple results to return one result wai t () defi nes how long the reAgent waits for server re sponses .
• collate () takes all the results received and combines them into one object to be sent back to the client.
The message is sent once to the reAgent, which then transmits it multiple times, once for each server.
The reAgent then waits for responses fro m the servers and collates the data in an application-specific way to the client.
For example, the reAgent may only wait for the first response from any server, or some bounded number of responses, or even responses ftom all servers within a timeout period. 
IV. EXPERIMENT
We have implemented our behavior templates in Java, making use of a locally-developed mobile code system called Java Active Extensions (JAE), a bare-bones implementation of one-shot code mobility using Java. For further informa tion on the JAE system, see [9] . To experimentally evaluate the overhead introduced by reAgents, we implemented the compression example described in Section II-A, based on the Encoder behavior template. We show that the overhead is low, especially when taken relative to the performance gains derived by a compre ssing reAgent.
A. Experiment: ZLlB Data Compression
In this experiment, the public-domain ZLm compression algorithm was used to compress the server data received before sending it over a low-bandwidth connection to the client, where it was then decompressed.
1) Environment:
In the following experiment, the following conditions applied:
• The client was a desktop PC PII-300.
• The reAgent host was tap . ucsd. edu, a machine with 2 800Mhz Pentium III processors and on the same subnet as the data server.
• The data server was charlotte.ucsd . edu, the de partmental web server.
The client was connected to the reAgent host via a low bandwidth connection with effective bandwidth measured at 10-15 KB/s (KB = kilobytes). The reAgent host and data server were on the same subnet, so there was little overhead fr om network latency (thus allowing us to isolate observed overhead to our system) . The regular bandwidth between the reAgent host and the server was measured at approximately 800 KB/s .
A fixed cost that needs to be paid at least once per reAgent creation is the launch overhead (the time it takes for the reAgent to be launched from the client to the reAgent host).
The mean launch overhead in JAE for sending the reAgent and its associated classes over the local subnet was 984 ms (with a 95% confidence interval of 11 ms). Note that this is a one-time start-up cost; once the reAgent is launched, it can be used for multiple transactions, each of which involves receiving a request from the client, passing it to the server, getting the server's response, applying a function (in this case, compression), and sending to the client (which then does the decompression).
2) Setup: A primitive Web browser was written in Java. It takes a series of HTIP re q uests as input, and returns the HTML output. The HTIP requests were requests for actual PDF files (technical papers), ranging from 10 KB to 3.4 MB in size (with each successive file larger than the previous by a factor of approximately 2-3). This was to give the test suite a variety of realistic data files which exhibited different compression ratios, rather than canned ones that might be biased in favor of certain client-specific algorithms.
3) Results: The results, compared to a non-compressing
Web browser, are summarized in Fig. 8 .
Fo r most of the files, the encoder exhibited good com pression ratios, reducing end-to-end times by 30-75%. (The variable performance gain was dependent on how effective the file compression was.) The exception was the lOKB file, where the gain from compressing the data sent over the limited bandwidth link did not compensate for the reAgent processing overhead. However, the encoder provided superior performance to the non-compressing client/server approach for files greater than lOKB . An obvious optimization would be for the reAgent to not compress small files, as the benefit does not outweigh the cost.
We timed different parts of the reAgent while encoding in order to determine which factors are contributing the most to the end-to-end processing time and how they scale. The results are shown in Fig. 9 , which provides more detail for the smaller contributers to overhead by using logarithmic scales. The majority of the time was spent sending the data over the low bandwidth link. The cost of encoding/decoding, processing, or moving the data from the server to the reAgent host were all minor and scaled welL In this figure,
• Control represents the end-to-end processing time for a standard (Le., non-reAgent) client/server implementation.
• Server represents the time it took for the reAgent host to download the file from the server (over a typical high bandwidth connection).
• CL represents the time for the CL to compress.
• Send represents the time it took for the client to download the file from the reAgent host.
• Process represents the processing time of the reAgent.
• E2E represents the end-to-end processing time of the reAgent. [14] , which moves the active network functionality into the application-level, addresses the issue of network deployment, but does not provide a general, structured method for building applications, the subject of this paper.
B. Dyn amic Proxies
Another customization solution lies in the use of proxies, which act as intermediaries between client and server. Proxies are different from our appro ach in that they are not necessarily mobile (movable fr om site to site), and thus tend to be part of the existing infrastructure rather than originating from the client in response to a certain problem. Mobile agents provide a robust solution for addressing the problems of client heterogeneity: they are both deployable and scalable. However, despite having several years for the idea to incubate, mobile agent-based applications are rare . This is not due to lack of theoretical value: [24] , [25] , and [26] describe applications which take advantage of mobile agents.
But, value notwithstanding, few applications based on mobile agents are in widespread use. Most application programmers are either unaware of the paradigm of mobile agents, or uninterested in handling the details necessary to support client specifi c desires. Thus, our work differs from previous mobile agent literature by concentrating on a method that reduces the complexity of building agent-based applications.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we described a means for developing remotely executing agents (reAgents) that allow Internet applications to be customized to derive performance (or other) benefits for heterogeneous clients that are resource-limited, such as wireless clients. The approach is to use behavior templates, which abstract away many of the complexities of mobile code systems. When a developer uses behavior templates to build reAgents, Internet applications are easier to build due to pre-coded support for the movement, communications, and general processing functions used by that application's general behavior.
Our main conclusions from this work are as follows:
• Restricting movement of reAgents to one hop does not significantly impact the ability to construct useful, desirable applications. Meanwhile, it greatly simplifies security concerns and operation semantics, improving deploy ability.
• ReAgents can be categorized as behaving in a certain manner. We have identified a small core set of behaviors that capture common and useful patterns of action by remotely executing agents . These behaviors include the following; Filter, Encoder, Monitor, Cacher, and Collator.
• We can more easily build agent-based applications through behavior templates. Behavior templates allow the programmer to plug in application-specific customizing logic to create a reAgent that customizes performance in a manner that fits their needs. This is a simple, scalable, and practical solution to the problem of client heterogeneity that adds little overhead.
Future avenues of research include identifying and imple menting more core behaviors, obtaining performance numbers for other basic template implementations, and exploring the possibility of dynamically combining behavior templates to easily create ap plications with more complicated behaviors.
